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Abstract:
Machine learning has been used for decades in the GIS field, either to classify objects or to segment pixels on an image.A machine learning model is usually trained on either an enriched vector database or on images using CNN. Amultimodal architecture tries to join both worlds by giving multiple types of data as an input to a unique model(Baltrušaitis et al., 2019). Multimodal deep learning techniques have been used to predict the price of houses by usingphotos of the house in combination with its tabular data such as area, number of rooms, etc. (Azizi and Rudnytskyi,2022).
The goal of this work is to explore the possibilities offered by multimodal deep learning for cartography applications.Our use case is to detect salient buildings in an existing cartographic database. This could be helpful in order to improvethe symbolization of the derived map, or to create automatic routing instructions for example. In this work, we definesalient buildings as “buildings that are salient in their environment in real life, and which can be used to give somenavigation indications”.

Figure 1. Studied area: the city of Nantes and itssurroundings.

Figure 2. Selected salient building during the database creation (left) and same building on Google Earth (right).

As a first step, we built a dataset of salient buildings. Weselected a rectangle of 20x30km around the city of Nantes,France, as our study area to cover urban, semi urban and ruralareas. For practical reasons we divided the area in 24 smallerrectangles (Figure 1). We retrieved the building vector datafrom the BD TOPO, the main geographic database producedby IGN, the French national mapping agency.
The protocol consisted in looking around the city withinGoogle Earth. Out of the 300k polygons in our studied area, weannotated 1129 building polygons as salient (Figure 2).
Because the number of salient buildings is imbalancedcompared to the total number of buildings, we keep all thesalient buildings and randomly select some non-salientbuildings to create our training dataset.



Then, for each polygon of the training dataset, we extract an image of Plan IGN (a topographic multi-scale map) whichshows the surroundings of the buildings, with the building at the center of the image (Figure 3).

Finally, we intend to adapt the multimodal deep learning architecture proposed by Rosenfelder (2020). Originallydesigned for predicting housing prices using tabular data (e.g., house location, number of rooms) and correspondinghouse images, this model has demonstrated superior performance compared to models that rely solely on images, evenwith small datasets. Our goal is to train this adapted architecture on our dataset to predict whether a building is salientor not (Figure 4). We will compare the results with other machine learning models trained separately on tabular dataonly and images only to assess the effectiveness of such a multimodal architecture for classification problems. Thefeature we compute in the tabular data are the following: height, area, perimeter, nature and usage of the building,number of floors, number of housings, geometric granularity, geometry, shape index, mean height of the neighbours,mean area of the neighbours.
Based on the success of multimodal deep learning techniques in predicting housing prices and the potential ofleveraging both tabular data and images for building saliency classification, we have strong indications that the resultsof our work will be highly promising. When it comes to classifying or segmenting cartographic data, we believe thatmultimodal models can overcome the current limitations of models only based on images or on tabular information.
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Figure 4. Proposed adaptation of Rosenfelder’s multimodal deeplearning architecture for our classification problem.Figure 3. Sample of an input image from PlanIGN.
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